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Every Sabbath

~ Pass this newsletter on to a friend! ~

Keep Tsiyon Road
on the air.

See this special presentation tonight!
“Arise, shine; for your light has come, and the glory of YHWH is risen on you.
For, behold, darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the peoples;
but YHWH will arise on you, and his glory shall be seen on you." Isaiah 60:1, 2

Time Left to Prepare for
the Remnant Exodus:

39 Months
Take action today!

Tsiyon Partner Action Points:
Exodus~Mod 1:Unit 5-8
and/or listen to #48 At the Burning Bush
Attend Sabbath
39 Months Remaining

Join our weekly online meetings as we explore the treasures of the Gospel of John!
Become a Tsiyon Partner! - Free Tsiyon members can become Tsiyon Partners by signing up at any level of support, even the lowest level, to gain access to
all of our live meetings and video recordings of same. Choose your Tsiyon Partner level here: http://tsiyon.net/membership-options/ . Also, you can choose a

/

Tsiyon Partner level using a button in the footer of any page at the Tsiyon.Net site.

****************************************
From Eliyahu:
Shalom friends,
The 21st century started with a big bang and has been
careening forward at break-neck speed ever since. The
world has never seen a pace of change this fast, or some
would say, this crazy. The fact is, most people cannot adjust
their thinking fast enough to keep up with so much constant
change. A few people though, thrive in an environment of
change by anticipating the future and getting there first. If
there is one name that encapsulates that sort of futureoriented person, that name would have to be "Elon Musk."
In the year 2000 the Internet was in its infancy, nothing like
it is today. Internet commerce was not a big thing yet,
because there was no way then to conveniently transfer money on the Internet that most people considered safe. In that year Elon Musk got involved with a
little venture that he called "PayPal." Most people were skeptical of giving PayPal their banking details, and many if not most people thought that PayPal
would never get off the ground. PayPal dealt with that by offering people $5 each to use on the service, before having to give up any banking details. I signed
up for PayPal that year and got my free 5 bucks, as did a lot of other people. Once people used the service, they decided to keep using the service. Today, in
2019, PayPal has 286 million users world-wide. And Elon Musk? Well, we are all pretty used to hearing his name, at this point. He followed up the PayPal
decision with a string of other unlikely business ventures that launched him into billionaire rare air, with something like a net worth of $22.3 billion dollars in
2019. If anyone can read the trends of this 21st century world, its Elon Musk.
Now, don't get me wrong, I'm not an Elon Musk fan. My values and worldview could not be further from his. For example, he believes in evolution. I don't.
He believes the survival of humanity requires colonizing other worlds. I don't. He believes we all must get a hole drilled into our head to have electrodes
installed into our brains so that we can get digitally connected to a global Artificial Intelligence entity. I definitely don't. Right now, at least on that last one,
most people probably agree with me, not Elon Musk.
However, I also think, that just like with PayPal, in the end Elon Musk will have his way, and
people will be lining up in droves to get their head drilled, and their brains connected to the AI god.
Why do I believe this? Not only because Elon Musk has been so good at reading the future of this
21st century world. I believe it because I see it foretold in Bible Prophecy for our very near future.
I've been warning people about the future I'm seeing for a while now. For example, in 2015 I put on
an 8-day seminar, free of charge, on the prophesies of the book of Daniel, that have to do with these
very things. That seminar is still available absolutely free from our Tsiyon.Net website. I followed
that up with another presentation in early 2016, with warnings about this very technology, as
foretold in the book of Revelation. Since then, in just the last 3 years or so, giant steps have been
made by the elite technocracy toward the creation of the global "hive mind." In fact, they are even
using that very term for what they have planned!
You may be, and probably are, skeptical about all this. Perhaps you feel a global "hive mind" could not possibly happen anytime soon. If you think that, you,
like most people, are drastically behind the curve of the advance of technology toward this very goal. That's why I have created a special presentation called
"Building the Beast" to bring you up to speed on the progress of technology toward all this in just the last 3 years or so. Everything is on track for the oneworld government planned as part of the United Nations 2030 Agenda, including the technology. Billions of dollars are being invested, and the best scientific
minds in the world are working feverishly to make this all happen on schedule. It's happening as I write, and it's happening faster than anyone could have ever
imagined.
"Building the Beast" is a special presentation we will be bringing to all of our Tsiyon members tonight. After you log in, you will find it being presented right
on the home page. This will be available to free members too. So tell your friends and relatives to sign up right away to join us for this eye-opening
presentation. Join us tonight for this unique video stream at tsiyon.net, at 8 pm cst. They are building the beast. Be ready! Join us tonight!
Shalom,
Eliyahu
Tsiyon.Org
****************************************

Virgin Galactic unveiling mission control for
space tourism
Reprint: Phys.Org, AUGUST 15, 2019

Spaceport America is no longer just a shiny shell of hope that space tourism would one day launch from this remote spot in the
New Mexico desert.
The once-empty hangar that anchors the taxpayer-financed launch and landing facility has
been transformed into a custom-tailored headquarters where Virgin Galactic will run its

/

commercial flight operations. Two levels within the futuristic building include mission control, a
preparation area for pilots and a lounge for paying customers and their friends and families.
Company officials will offer the first glimpse Thursday.
There's also space behind two massive sliding doors that can accommodate two of Virgin Galactic's
carrier planes and a fleet of its six-passenger rocket ships. Just how soon customers will be filing
into Virgin Galactic's newly outfitted digs for the first commercial flights has yet to be determined.
Company officials have said a small number of test flights are still needed.
Billionaire Richard Branson, who is behind Virgin Galactic, and former New Mexico Gov. Bill
Richardson, a Democrat, first pitched the plan for the spaceport nearly 15 years ago. There were construction delays and cost overruns. Virgin Galactic's
spaceship development also took far longer than expected and had a major setback when its first experimental craft broke apart during a 2014 test flight,
killing the co-pilot
Critics suggested the project was a boondoggle, but supporters argued that just like any venture never tried before, there would be difficult and sometimes
costly lessons.
Virgin Galactic posted on social media earlier this week that its carrier plane had landed in New Mexico and its main operating base was now at the spaceport.
And Branson said the wing of the company's next rocket ship has been completed, with plans to eventually have several of the ships.
Virgin Galactic CEO George Whitesides said once the test flights are complete, commercial operations can begin.
"So this moment is just one that we've been working for for a long time and we're very excited to get to it," he said in a social media post last week.
About 600 people have reserved a seat, according to the company. Tickets are $250,000.
That buys them a ride on the winged rocket ship, which is dropped in flight from the carrier airplane. Once free, it fires its rocket motor to hurtle toward the
boundary of space before gliding back down.
The latest test flight reached an altitude of 56 miles (90 kilometers) while traveling at three times the speed of sound.
****************************************
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You can tune in to Tsiyon Road from around the world by using one of the free apps on you mobile device from

.. Listen with

or

or another radio stream outlet, or directly from our website. You get a lot for free on

Tsiyon Road!

Visit Tsiyon Messianic Radio
Thanks to our Tsiyon Ministry Partners for your support of this ministry!
Not a Tsiyon Ministry Partner yet? Visit our Tsiyon Website for full details.
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